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Easy Termination that Works with Any Architecture 
Panduit now provides both shield and UTP field terminable plugs for easy, high-performance 

termination. 
 

TINLEY PARK, IL (June 24, 2019) – Panduit Corp. has launched 
the TX6A™ Shielded Field Term Plug to join the existing TX6A™ 
UTP Field Term Plug. The plugs meet the growing market need for 
a cost effective RJ45 plug which is easy to terminate in the field for 
wireless access points, security cameras, and other field-deployed 
PoE devices.  
 
The TX6A™ Field Term plugs provide a direct connect method 
which provides cost savings, faster installation and increased reliability in both 
unshielded and shielded applications. The plugs support Category 6A, 6, and 5e 
performance levels in one product. 
 
Much easier to terminate in the field than typical modular plugs or competing field 
terminable plugs, the virtue of having only two parts to handle with the Panduit field term 
plugs provides a more compact size to meet the varied needs of PoE devices. 
 
The TX6A™ Field Term Plugs are also rated for plenum environments. Because many 
of the attached devices are network powered by PoE, the TX6A™ Field Term Plugs are 
designed to operate in the elevated temperatures of plenum and air handling 
environments. 
 
About Panduit: Since 1955, Panduit’s culture of curiosity and passion for problem 
solving have enabled more meaningful connections between companies’ business 
goals and their marketplace success. Panduit creates leading-edge physical, electrical, 
and network infrastructure solutions for enterprise-wide environments, from the data 
center to the telecom room, from the desktop to the plant floor. Headquartered in Tinley 
Park, IL, USA and operating in 112 global locations, Panduit’s proven reputation for 
quality and technology leadership, coupled with a robust partner ecosystem, help 
support, sustain, and empower business growth in a connected world. Learn more 
about Panduit. 
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